CAGE TITLE MOOT QUESTION, COAST TEAMS COMPARED

Sophomore Lead Field in Oregon Schools; Grad Leaves Hole

FOX STILL GLOOMY

Championship May Go To Anybody But Idaho, Thinks Coach

By Paul K. Jones

Winning the conference title would be the northern division of the Pacific Coast conference, bandsophomore in a hill of the Intercollegiate, and Bells, who is confident in his team's chances. But the outlook for both teams is a bit gloomy, with the exception of the University of Washington, which is expected to come out on top in the division.

COAST QUEMARES NAME STAR TEAM

Frederson, Idaho Ball Parker, Join Coast Players In Selection

Quarters are often the most exciting part of a tournament, and this year's Coast quarters are no exception. The possibilities of matches between the top teams make it a must-see event.

MILITARY DANCE FUNDS ASSURED

Cord Officers Use Titulation to Assure Adequate Funds

FOX PUTS HOOP SQUAD THROUGH SECRET PRACTICE

Secretary Five Scrimmage With Freshmen Each

MEET WHITMAN FIRST

Two Game Series at Walla Walla Scheduled To Begin

February 11

CLOSED practice is in order for the Idaho basketball team as they prepare for their season opener against Whitman College. The team has been working hard to improve their skills and tactics since the beginning of the season.

OPENING GROUP OF ONE-ACT PLAYS GIVEN THURSDAY

Four Numbers Presented Last Night in University Auditorium

ALPHA KAPPA PSI PLEDGES SEVEN

Seven of the outstanding men of the school were inducted into the Idaho chapter of the national fraternity last week. The new members have been chosen based on their academic and social achievements.

CAROL PROGRAM ON ASSEMBLY SLATE

Noted Educator's Address Will Be Supplemented by Christmas Songs

Coach in Three

COACHES THEIR VICTORY AT WASHINGTON

Fox Represents Idaho at Basketball Meeting in Seattle School

Gathering Tuesday at Seattle, 27 schools of the Pacific Coast conference and 36 members of the conference advisory committee met to discuss the annual pre-season basketball program.

FORESTY AUTHORITY ADDRESSES DRAINS

Gosney M. Carroll, Editor; M. M. Speaker at 91 Sigma Phi

Georgia M. Carroll, International President, was hostess at the opening ceremony of the rural sanitation conference held at the University of Idaho. The program was held in the auditorium and the audience consisted of representatives from the United States and Japan.

TEN MILES AND TEN MILES

The annual Christmas party of the Komisian club will be held on December 11th in the President's Clubhouse.
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Friday 13th Holds No Terrors for Collegians

Friday the 13th is considered unlucky by many, but not by the members of the New Members Meeting. Mrs. Sarah Treece Albert, retired from the American Council of English, was among those present who shared their thoughts on the superstition.

HOLIDAY” IS HIT OF ENGLISH CLUB

Modesty Backsteps To Tune of Longer Skirts Sage Export

American round standards are on the verge of going into reverse gear, in the opinion of Dr. Charles W. Bell, chairman of the American Council of English. "Modesty backsteps to tune of longer skirts sage export," he said.

Dr. Bell, who has been associated with the American Council of English for many years, said that the current trend towards longer skirts is a reflection of the changing attitudes of women. "Modesty backsteps to tune of longer skirts sage export," he repeated, "and the trend is likely to continue."}

Houses Select Debate Squads

Sixteen Groups Name Teams For Intramural Contests Next Week

Among the events scheduled for the coming week is the selection of debate teams for the intramural contests. Each group will select their own team, and the winners will be announced next week.

Cromwell Moot

Dr. C. C. Rich, president of the college, gave a short talk on the subject of "The Importance of Moots" at the regular meeting Wednesday evening in the Blue Skirt Room. The speaker emphasized the importance of debating and public speaking in the development of critical thinking skills.

New groups who have entered the debate competition include the surgery, zoology, and chemistry groups. Each group has selected their own team, and the winners will be announced next week.

Kenworthy Theatre

FRIDAY

Lenore Ulric in "FROZEN JUSTICE"

SAT., ONLY

Matinee and Night Mystery and Magic

TOWN WOMEN TO ENTERTAIN MOTHERS

 recipes, Jewish style, will be served by the women of the town. Kirke Lampert and Miss Mary Smith will start the ball rolling, and all those interested are invited to attend.

PERMANENTS

$5

Monday, December 9, until January 1

Shaw's Book and Music Store

Where Better Rates Are Sold

Here's a new step in the right direction!

We've been searching for a new step in the right direction! Our newest level is now here, and it's even better than before. We've added a new level to our product line, and it's sure to please everyone. Contact us today to learn more about our new step in the right direction.

Columbia Records

The Record without Sound

A Real Musical Christmas with a Columbia Portable

Hodgins' Drug Store

SELECT YOUR PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS NOW!

You may select your own greeting and we will print them with your name.

THE DAILY STAR-MIRROR
BUCKET ISSUED FOR DAMAGE CONTROL
Number quantity of 15 bottle 13 oz. cans containing Enamel Filler and Printing Enamel were donated by Dr. 클래커, editor of the Idaho Argonaut, to the Argonaut, in consultation with the University of Idaho. The University of Idaho Press, through the efforts of its employees, has been able to recover all of the materials donated and will issue them to the Argonaut. The University of Idaho Press, through the efforts of its employees, has been able to recover all of the materials donated and will issue them to the Argonaut.

FROSH GET TASTE OF SCRAMMAGE
Youngsters Fitted Against Second Variety for Tough Drills
The whipped basketball team is promptly reviving a similar club. Four teams have been picked out of the starting line-up. The team will be manned by the four teams which have been entered in the last two years.

IDAHO CLOVER NOT HOLDING HIGH PLACE
State Seed Expert Warns Farmers to Order Clover Seed in Time to Have a Winter Ha

DEBATE SQUAD CHosen At W. S. C.
Men’s and women’s debate societies have announced their slate of speakers for the current year. The debates will be held on the campus of the University of Idaho, and the speakers will be students from the University of Idaho.

WHAT YOUNGER COLLEGE MEN ARE DOING WITH WESTINGHOUSE

Back Home For Christmas
The Vandals are moving to Southern Idaho
U. of I. Special to Southern Idaho
Points via UNION PACIFIC SYSTEM

Observation Cars

Observation Cars

W. L. DOUGLAS

Westinghouse

Lightning has long been a cosmetic bane of power lines. This photo shows a sectionalizer unit which is designed to limit the damage caused by lightning to a small area.
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The University of Idaho and the Southern Branch at Pocatello. The first mention resulted in a large-scale survey for the university. The results and should have been similarly applied to a broad survey against the university to the effect that those in the southern part of the state are quite optimistic on the future of the university, which does not exist and may never exist.

The spirit of the three institutions has been the example to the university in its operation in the state. The university is now commonly known as the University of Idaho and the Southern Branch at Pocatello. The first mention resulted in a large-scale survey for the university. The results and should have been similarly applied to a broad survey against the university, which does not exist and may never exist.
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The recent snowstorm brings to mind fun of a different sort than indoor activities. Indoors as it may, fishing in the right attire is pleasan-
ter methods than to fish in the snow. Fishermen may find themselves not just covered in snow, but also in the hope for warmer days to return. The snow may bring a new sense of appreciation for the winter season, making it kind enough to extend its stay. The fisherman may find themselves making the most of the situation, enjoying the solitude and peace that comes with the season.

In the mountains, conditions continue to be the same, with varying degrees of difficulty. With many different kinds of the circumstances of the environment, the mountains present a challenging arena for those who venture forth. A sudden snowstorm or a sudden change in temperature can make it impossible to resume those activities.

The recent snowstorm brings to mind fun of a different sort than indoor activities. Indoors as it may, fishing in the right attire is pleasant methods than to fish in the snow. Fishermen may find themselves not just covered in snow, but also in the hope for warmer days to return. The snow may bring a new sense of appreciation for the winter season, making it kind enough to extend its stay. The fisherman may find themselves making the most of the situation, enjoying the solitude and peace that comes with the season.
Invalid Graduate Show s Gri l n
Conducting Business from Bed

Proving again that determination can achieve wonders, Anna B. Bebee, graduate of the University of Idaho, has conducted her business from her bed, by telephone, for the last two and a half years. After being stricken with paralysis, she was unable to attend college classes, but she did not give up. She began her studies at the University of Idaho, where she remained until she was stricken with paralysis. She then continued her studies at home, using the telephone to communicate with her instructors. She received her degree in the spring of the year, and is now conducting her business from her bed, by telephone.

COAST PENNANT ANVITY'S FLAT
(continued from page 2)

Kappa Phi 
FLDGES
FOU NEW MEMBERS

Kappa Phi, national Methodist women's group, installed four new members at a meeting Tuesday night. The new members are: Dr. Marjorie M. Shuttleworth, Dr. Margaret E. Green, and Dr. Mary J. Smith.

TAXI! 4111
The Blue Bucket Inn

"Built for You—Come and Enjoy It!"
A photograph makes the ideal Christmas gift
STERNE'S STUDIO
521 S. Main
Phone 4931

Zipper Economy

Helpful gift counsel here

Another holiday season! What is your present problem? How to put the final touches on the gift list? How to save on your holiday expenses? How to make your gift buying an enjoyable experience? Here is your answer! 

M. D. D. C. will discuss Weighty Problems at Stanford Meeting

Ashir Pull, stay-at-home, and George Baker, school master, talked to the ladies' club this week about the problem of weighty problems. The ladies met at the stronghold of the school, where they discussed the problem of weighty problems. They talked about the problem of weighty problems and how to solve it.

COUNCIL DECREASES
HOUSM CHAPERONES

The desire for a decrease in the number of house mothers was expressed in the council meeting of the week. The council members felt that the number of house mothers was too high and that there should be a decrease in the number of house mothers.

Corner Drug & Jewelry Store
Oberg Bros. Co.